ABSTRACT

Background. Several definitions of oncoplastic surgery have been reported in the literature. In an effort to facilitate communication regarding oncoplastic surgery to patients, trainees, and among colleagues, the American Society of Breast Surgeons (ASBrS) aimed to create a consensus definition and classification system for oncoplastic surgery.

Methods. We performed a comprehensive literature search for oncoplastic surgery definitions using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines. Following this, a consensus definition and classification system was created by the ASBrS.

Results. Overall, 30 articles defining oncoplastic surgery were identified, with several articles contradicting each other. The ASBrS definition for oncoplastic surgery defines this set of breast-conserving operations using volume displacement and volume replacement principles as: “Breast conservation surgery incorporating an oncologic partial mastectomy with ipsilateral defect repair using volume displacement or volume replacement techniques with contralateral symmetry surgery as appropriate”. Volume displacement is defined as closing the lumpectomy defect and redistributing the resection volume over the preserved breast, and is divided into two levels: level 1 (<20%) and level 2 (20–50%). Volume replacement includes those situations when volume is added using flaps or implants to correct the partial mastectomy defect.

Conclusion. The ASBrS oncoplastic surgery definition and classification system provides language to facilitate discussion and teaching of oncoplastic surgery among breast surgeons, trainees, and patients.

After skin cancer, breast cancer remains the most common cancer among women, with an estimated 3.5 million survivors as of 2015. The overall survival of breast cancer patients continues to improve annually, with 5-year overall survival estimates increasing from 84.6 to 90.9% over the previous two decades.1 Accordingly, there is an increased emphasis on cancer survivorship, with both professional and accrediting organizations delineating guidelines for high-quality survivorship care.2,3

Historically, surgeons have long focused on decreasing surgical morbidity by embracing breast conservation and, more recently, sentinel lymph node biopsy, strategies that contribute to quality-of-life outcomes. With these accomplishments secured, in the new millennium, greater emphasis has been placed on the psychosocial outcomes of breast cancer surgery. An increasing appreciation of overall quality of life through a patient’s appearance, satisfaction, and sexual function has been well-documented.4–7 To this end, interest in oncoplastic breast-conserving surgery, as well as nipple-sparing mastectomy, has led to post-graduate training initiatives across the country, created by both professional organizations and industry. Increased awareness of oncoplastic surgery has led to increasing prevalence...
in the US. Additionally, there is an intensified interest among surgeons performing breast surgery to master oncoplastic surgical techniques, leading to increased breast-conservation rates, improved long-term cosmetic outcomes, and quality-of-life in survivorship.

The oncoplastic approach aims to harmonize the oncologic resection with an aesthetic result. Historically, oncoplastic techniques have included a range of operations performed by the breast surgeon alone using local tissue rearrangement to close a partial mastectomy defect, to a breast surgeon/plastic surgeon team using local flaps to fill in a very large partial mastectomy resection. Oncoplastic surgery delineates strategies for a partial mastectomy that address the tissue defect at the time of surgical resection. However, the lack of a consistent definition of oncoplastic surgery caused confusion among surgical trainees, practicing surgeons, and oncoplastic educators. Equally important, the lack of a consistent definition may be confusing to patients seeking breast cancer treatment.

As part of the American Society of Breast Surgeons (ASBrS) commitment to ensuring all patients undergoing breast surgery have the best survivorship outcomes, the ASBrS formed the Oncoplastic Surgery Committee (OSC) in 2016, tasked with performing a needs assessment and developing an educational plan. The committee consists of breast surgeons from all types of practices across the country demonstrating expertise in oncoplastic surgery. The committee first defined their mission statement, which was approved by the ASBrS board. Central to the committee’s mission was a vision that oncoplastic surgical techniques be considered standard of care, and implemented, when appropriate, in patients undergoing breast cancer surgery. With several varying definitions of oncoplastic surgery present in the literature, one of the first initiatives was to increase understanding of oncoplastic terminology. Therefore, it was decided that a formal consensus definition and classification of oncoplastic surgery needed to be accepted and disseminated. To accomplish this, the committee performed a comprehensive literature review to review the various definitions of oncoplastic surgery, and then, through consensus, to provide a scope of the definition of oncoplastic surgery and develop an ASBrS classification system for oncoplastic surgery.

METHODS

A comprehensive literature review searching for original papers that defined oncoplastic surgery was performed. The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines were used for this literature review. These guidelines were established in 2009 to address the science of systematic reviews, and include a 27-item checklist and a flow diagram that literature reviews follow.

A search of the PubMed electronic database was undertaken using the following terms: oncoplastic surgery, oncoplastic breast surgery, therapeutic mammoplasty, volume displacement surgery, volume replacement surgery, therapeutic mastopexy, and breast. Only journals published in the English language were included. Exclusion criteria included papers that did not define oncoplastic surgery or used previous definitions of oncoplastic surgery to describe their results, although these were used to locate primary definition papers in the review. This was supplemented by landmark articles provided by the authors. The final papers meeting our inclusion criteria, and their associated definitions, are listed in Table 1.

Key definition papers were identified, accumulated and reviewed. Committee members were allowed to submit additional papers or literature they felt defined oncoplastic surgery. At this point, a consensus definition and classification system (Table 2) was created and confirmed by the committee chair. A committee-member vote on the consensus definition was taken in support of the definition and classification system chosen. Oncoplastic surgery was defined as “a form of breast-conservation surgery that includes oncologic resection with a partial mastectomy, ipsilateral reconstruction using volume displacement or volume replacement techniques, with possible contralateral symmetry surgery when appropriate”. The committee-member vote included three options with respect to the definition chosen: ‘no’, ‘abstain’, or ‘yes’. A ‘yes’ vote ≥ 75% was needed to define consensus. Past consensus decisions in breast surgery validated these cut-offs. The committee prioritized choosing a definition for oncoplastic surgery and a classification system that should be simple to explain to patients and understood among trainees and colleagues of oncoplastic surgery; and generalizable to all oncoplastic surgery operations described as breast-conservation surgeries. These two requirements allowed the consensus definition of oncoplastic surgery to be universally explained to patients and taught to trainees interested in learning oncoplastic surgery.

RESULTS

The PRISMA diagram delineating our literature review is demonstrated in Fig. 1. From the literature review, we identified 30 articles defining oncoplastic surgery that met our inclusion/exclusion criteria. From this review, an oncoplastic surgery definition was developed: “Breast conservation surgery incorporating an oncologic partial mastectomy with ipsilateral defect repair using volume
TABLE 1 Literature review of articles defining oncoplastic breast surgery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Articles reviewed</th>
<th>Oncoplastic breast surgery definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery refers to large partial mastectomy combined with a volume replacement technique of partial breast-myopectoral flap reconstruction using the latissimus dorsi, rectus abdominis, and serratus anterior muscles. Oncoplastic surgery is now used to describe several volume displacement operations in which the defect created by large part breast excisions is covered by a breast-flap mastopexy closure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andree et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery is defined as breast cancer surgery focusing on optimizing both oncologic and aesthetic outcomes irrespective of the type of surgery performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baildam et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery includes appropriate adequate surgery to extirpate the cancer, partial reconstruction to correct wide excision defects, immediate and delayed total reconstruction with access to a full range of techniques, correction of asymmetry of the reconstructed and contralateral unaffected breast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bali et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery options consist of either parenchymal displacement surgery (such as therapeutic mammoplasty or mastopexy) or parenchymal replacement surgery (such as partial breast reconstruction with chest wall perforator flap).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cali cassi et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery consists of large lumpectomy and remodelling techniques such as breast-reshaping by therapeutic reduction mammoplasty or volume replacement by local glandular flaps or regional/distal flaps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chauhan et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic surgery includes the use of volume displacement (periareolar, superior and inferior pedicle techniques, quadrantectomy with glandular remodelling, and demoglandular flaps) or volume replacement (latissimus dorsi myofascial or myopectoral flap)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clough et al.</td>
<td>Uses a bi-level classification system of oncoplastic surgery techniques based on the amount of tissue excised and the relative level of surgical difficulty. A level I approach (&lt; 20%) is based on dual-plane undermining, including the NAC, and NAC centralization if nipple deviation is anticipated. No skin excision is required. A level I approach was indicated for up to approximately 20% tissue excision. Level II techniques allow for major volume resection &gt; 20%. This included more complex procedures derived from breast reduction techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Lorenzi</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery includes two fundamentally different approaches: (1) volume replacement procedures, which combine resection with immediate reconstruction by using local flaps (glandular, fasciocutaneous, and latissimus dorsi mini-flaps); and (2) volume displacement procedures, which combine resection with a variety of different breast reduction and reshaping techniques, according to the location of the tumor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emir oulu et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery techniques are divided into two main groups—simultaneous volume displacement and breast volume replacement. Volume displacement includes glandular advancement flaps, radial technique, breast reduction, and mastopexy. Breast-volume filling includes the latissimus dorsi flap, subaxillary fat pad flap, and transfer of free tissues with pedicle or microvascular anastomosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franceschini et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic surgery is a broad concept that can be used for several different combinations of oncolgical surgery and plastic surgery: excision of the tumor by reduction mammoplasty, tumor excision followed by remodeling mammoplasty, mastectomy with immediate reconstruction of the breast, and partial mastectomy with reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamdi et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery includes two major groups of reconstruction techniques—volume displacement and volume replacement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffmann and Wallwiener</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery refers to any surgical procedure in which the primary surgical treatment strategy involves plastic surgical techniques for partial or complete reconstruction of the breast, or for correction of surgical defects to the thoracic wall. These are separated into ablative and breast-conserving categories. Within these two categories, there is further stratification based on the complexity of the procedure. Ablative procedures include prosthetic reconstruction, local flap reconstruction, distant pedicled flap reconstruction, and free flap reconstruction. Breast-conserving procedures include mobilization &gt; 25%, tumor-adapted mastopexy with local flap reconstruction, reduction mammoplasty, and pedicled free distant flap reconstruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery includes a wide range of volume displacement or volume redistribution procedures to optimize breast shape and volume following breast cancer surgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery is broadly divided into two different techniques: (1) volume displacement using glandular or dermoglandular redistribution of breast tissue into the resection site; and (2) volume replacement using autologous tissues from an extramammary site to compensate for volume loss after tumor resection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaviani et al.</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery involves reconstruction of resection defects by volume displacement using adjacent breast tissue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopkash and Clark</td>
<td>Oncoplastic surgery presumes breast conservation. Level I oncoplastic surgery involves resection of &lt; 20% of the breast volume. Level II oncoplastic surgery involves resection of &gt; 20% of the breast volume requiring mammoplasty techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebovic GS</td>
<td>Oncoplastic breast surgery does not refer to any given procedure. Rather, it describes a surgical mindset in the approach of a patient facing various types of breast surgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macmillan and Mcculley</td>
<td>Oncoplastic surgery is classified into four main categories: simple wide local excision, therapeutic breast reduction, therapeutic mastopexy, and volume replacement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcculley et al.</td>
<td>Therapeutic mammoplasty techniques can be broadly divided into two categories: (1) wedge excision, involving wedge excision and a form of wedge closure; and (2) advancement flaps with nipple reconstruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mukhtar et al.</td>
<td>Uses a bi-level classification for oncoplastic surgery. Level 1 oncoplastic surgery if ‘oncoplastic closure’ or local tissue rearrangement via raising parenchymal flaps was described in the operative report. Level 2 oncoplastic surgery if both significant parenchymal and skin resections were performed (usually consisting of reduction mammoplasty).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
displacement or volume replacement techniques with contralateral symmetry surgery as appropriate”. This definition was strongly influenced by the paper by Clough et al.19

Of the nine members on the committee, 100% voted in favor of the proposed oncoplastic surgery definition and classification system, meeting the consensus requirement.

The oncoplastic surgery classification system that has been developed defines volume displacement as closing the lumpectomy defect and redistributing the resection volume over the preserved breast. It is divided into two levels: < 20% (which includes local tissue rearrangement, crescent mastopexy, and doughnut mastopexy) and 20–50% of breast tissue removed (which includes circumvertical mastopexy design and reduction mammoplasty). To further incorporate all oncoplastic surgery operations, we chose to add ‘volume replacement’ to the oncoplastic definition for those situations when elsewhere tissue is recruited to fill the breast defect. This includes implant placement and local/regional flap reconstructions. The final definition and classification system approved by the consensus vote is described in Table 2. While the oncoplastic surgery definition focused on breast conservation, the committee wanted to stress the importance of adhering to strict oncologic and aesthetic principles when performing mastectomy operations. Examples of this are demonstrated when performing nipple-sparing mastectomies using aesthetically placed skin incisions or the use of VY tissue rearrangement designs to remove excess axillary skin when performing mastectomies without reconstruction.
TABLE 2 Oncoplastic surgery definition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume displacement</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: &lt; 20% breast tissue removed</td>
<td>Local tissue rearrangement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crescent mastopexy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doughnut mastopexy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: 20–50% of breast tissue removed</td>
<td>Circumvertical mastopexy design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduction mammaplasty designs (including free nipple graft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume replacement</td>
<td>Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 50% of breast tissue removed</td>
<td>Implant-based reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local/regional flap reconstruction: thoracodorsal artery perforator, etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition of oncoplastic surgery: A form of breast-conservation surgery that includes oncologic resection with a partial mastectomy, ipsilateral reconstruction using volume displacement or volume replacement techniques with possible contralateral symmetry surgery when appropriate.

Records identified through database (PubMed) searching the follow key words: Oncoplastic surgery, oncoplastic breast surgery, therapeutic mammaplasty, volume displacement surgery, volume replacement surgery, therapeutic mastopexy and breast. (n = 996)

Additional records identified through other sources (n = 29)

Record after duplicates and non-english records removed (n = 29)

Records screened (n = 953)

Records excluded due to not including full text. (n = 50)

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n = 903)

Full-text articles excluded due to not including formal definition for oncoplastic breast surgery (n = 873)

Studies included in qualitative synthesis (n = 30)

FIG. 1 PRISMA flow diagram
DISCUSSION

At its inception, breast-conserving surgery was the pursuit of improved survivorship outcomes for breast cancer patients; however, measuring aesthetic outcomes of cancer survivors lagged behind securing improved local control and overall survival. More recent research has provided measurement tools such as the BREAST-Q or the Likert scale that evaluate the aesthetic outcomes of breast cancer surgery. Both are validated scoring systems that measure how patients perceive their aesthetic and/or functional outcomes, and which could also be used to assess oncoplastic surgical outcomes.20,21 The Institute of Medicine has called for improved assessment of the long-term consequences of cancer care.22,23 As cancer surgeons, we have embraced measuring surgical morbidity. Understanding the breast as more than a ‘modified sweat gland’ has allowed surgeons to value the psychosocial consequences of breast cancer treatment. Preserving functional outcomes of the breast requires assessing the breast’s role in self-presentation, intimacy, and sexuality. Oncoplastic surgery has gained traction across the continent, yet a standardized vocabulary to facilitate communication has not been uniformly accepted in North America.

The importance of defining and appropriately classifying oncoplastic surgery is superseded only by the rationale for oncoplastic surgery. In the US, the last decade has sustained an increased rate of mastectomy (often bilateral) operations paired with unclear reasoning from a patient’s perspective.24,25 Additionally, an unacceptably high percentage of women are dissatisfied with the appearance of their breasts after a traditional partial mastectomy.6 In order to address this dissatisfaction, there have been reports of fat grafting or lipofilling partial mastectomy defects. Reports on oncologic safety specifically for partial mastectomy applications have been mixed and future research on this topic, looking at long term outcomes, is needed.26 27

Oncoplastic surgery combines an excellent oncologic outcome with improved aesthetic outcomes.26 The advantages of oncoplastic surgery also lie in the oncologic realm where larger cancers can be removed using breast conservation, provided the patient has adequate breast volume to permit rearrangement.

Oncoplastic techniques are associated with a lower incidence of positive margins and fewer reoperations.28–30 Beyond the surgical margin endpoint, oncoplastic surgery enables the breast surgeon to address both macromastia and ptosis, which may improve quality of life. A tailored oncoplastic surgical plan incorporates cancer resection with a patient’s coexisting breast health. Breast reduction paired with oncologic partial mastectomy compares superiorly with reduction delayed to after completion of radiotherapy, from the perspective of patient satisfaction and treatment-related costs.31 As such, oncoplastic surgery has been shown to add value and is cost effective.10,32,33

The spectrum of oncoplastic surgery has been shaped by innovative leaders dedicated to improving survivorship outcomes for women. The ASBrS acknowledges these leaders in the field, without whom this publication would not exist. While some have defined techniques, others have prioritized teaching techniques. A brief, but not exhaustive, list includes Melvin Silverstein, Grant Carlson, Albert Losken, and Gail Lebovic from the US, and Werner Audretsch, Krishna Clough, Dick Rainsbury, Cicero Urban, and Douglas Macmillan from abroad.

The ASBrS’s goal is for oncoplastic surgery to reach all surgeons performing breast surgery. This will require increasing the awareness of our surgeons, referring physicians, and, most of all, our patients. The ASBrS-sponsored Breast360.org provides a platform for patient-centered education, empowering patients to ask appropriate questions to ensure access to optimal, state-of-the-art techniques for their breast surgery. To this end, the ASBrS endorses the perspective that every surgery must account for the patient’s breast size, lesion size, and location among all surgeons practicing breast surgery.

The goal is for breast surgeons to identify the procedures they are capable of safely performing independently, and recognize when plastic surgery expertise is appropriate.

The location of planned incisions is integral to oncoplastic surgery when choosing and communicating to the patient. Incisions made at the natural anatomic boundaries such as the inframammary fold, nipple areolar border, or axilla fossae can minimize visible scarring. After surgical resection, repair of the partial mastectomy defect and re-creation of a smooth breast contour is essential to every operation. When procedures decrease the breast skin envelope, simple or advanced techniques may be necessary to complete the aesthetic appearance of the breast. The most advanced level in oncoplastic surgery involves repairing a defect by recruiting tissue beyond the breast gland, requiring breast reconstructive surgery techniques.

While consensus definitions such as the one detailed in this study can help universalize language that improves communication and training, future implications using this definition could mean a spread of oncoplastic operations, possibly leading to improved breast surgery outcomes. The possibilities for evaluating these outcomes using patient-reported outcome measures or utility scores for cost-effectiveness analyses create for exciting future research endeavors.
THE DEFINITION AND ITS APPLICATION

The consensus definition of oncoplastic surgery (Table 2) applies to a patient undergoing breast-conservation surgery. Before this consensus definition, there have been several, often contradictory, definitions in the literature, creating potential confusion among surgeons, trainees, and patients. Level 1 volume displacement is applicable with the removal of up to 20% of breast tissue, and level 2 is applicable with the removal of up to 50% of breast tissue. Often, especially in level 2 volume displacement oncoplastic surgery, a symmetry contralateral operation is performed using either mastopexy or breast reduction techniques to allow for symmetric breast form and nipple position. If more than 50% of the breast needs removal, then a volume replacement option may be preferred as the residual tissue volume is frequently inadequate, except in extreme cases.34

The consensus definition and classification system is uncomplicated and easy to teach and communicate with colleagues, trainees, and patients. It also helps the breast surgeon understand when to incorporate the assistance of the plastic surgeon. When designing educational courses, this definition schema allows operation techniques to be easily categorized. Levels of oncoplastic surgery can be correlated with difficulty of the technique, suggesting level 1 oncoplastic techniques be mastered first prior to pursuing level 2 techniques, which require more advanced skills. For the trainee, this definition can better guide course selection, as well as provide a better framework to categorize skill acquisition and assessment. Finally, this definition and classification system is generalizable to most oncoplastic surgery techniques described in the literature.

THE DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM AS A GUIDE RATHER THAN A STRICT RULE

The committee was clear that this definition, with its associated classification system, should serve as a guideline in practice management and not as a hard and fast rule. To this point, the classification system is anatomically based rather than procedurally based. Keeping the classification system volumetrically based means surgeons have a choice of techniques based on the percentage of breast tissue being reconstructed. Example procedures are given but a definitive list is impractical.

The cut-off point of 20% separating levels 1 and 2 volume displacement oncoplastic surgery, and 50% separating volume displacement and volume replacement oncoplastic surgery, are fluid and should only serve as suggested planning guides. For example, in a woman with a 3.5 cm breast cancer with significant macromastia, one oncoplastic surgical option is a Wise pattern reduction incision, which may remove more than 50% of the woman’s breast. While not fitting clearly within the 50% cut-off, the individualization of a clinical treatment plan using volume displacement is reasonable here. Similarly, a woman with a smaller cancer that requires < 20% removal of breast tissue, but with significant grade 2 or 3 ptosis, may also be given the option of a level 2 volume displacement oncoplastic operation using mastopexy designs. Additionally, the ASBrS is not suggesting that every patient undergo oncoplastic surgery as this could result in excessive surgery in some circumstances. Specific locations of smaller cancers in the lower hemisphere of the breast may also benefit from oncoplastic interventions. For example, an approximate 10% defect at the 6 o’clock position inferior to the nipple areola complex may be better treated with a level 1 oncoplastic volume displacement reconstruction to avoid future retraction deformity (bird beak deformity).35,36 The choice of surgery should always be individualized to a patient’s cancer, breast, and personal priorities.

THE UNIQUENESS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF BREAST SURGEONS CONSENSUS DEFINITION FOR ONCOPLASTIC SURGERY

The majority of definitions/classifications of oncoplastic surgery presume that oncoplastic surgery is a breast-conservation method.37–41 This is further supported by international training programs in Europe that presume oncoplastic surgery is within the spectrum of breast-conservation surgery. The principles of oncologic surgery and plastic surgery still hold true in the spectrum of mastectomy operations, particularly in nipple-sparing mastectomy operations where the skin envelope, including the nipple, is preserved, the accurate removal of breast tissue is performed, and the improved ability for aesthetic reconstruction is possible. The Europeans created a consensus classification for oncoplastic surgery18 that is similar to our classification; however, the difference between their consensus and the ASBrS consensus definition is the added description of volume replacement. Additionally, the European consensus definition supported other oncoplastic surgery definitions, citing that those definitions were better for either billing purposes or clinical research. The goal for the ASBrS was to support one clear definition that would best serve the breast surgeon in North America and could be used across other countries as desired. The consensus process focused on ease of communication between colleagues, patients, and trainees, rather than a billing application; however, the definition...
Every patient undergoing breast surgery deserves to have an ideal oncologic outcome paired with the best aesthetic results possible. Oncoplastic techniques in breast surgery strive to deliver these endpoints. In this effort, the ASBrS defines oncoplastic surgery and classifies it into volumetrically described skill levels, adding options to the breast-conservation armamentarium. This classification should allow better communication among breast surgeons, patients, and trainees. Final oncoplastic surgical decision making depends on the cancer presentation and the surgical assessment, combined foremost with the patient’s priorities. The oncoplastic approach should ensure that comprehensive treatment results in optimal survivorship, encompassing oncologic, functional, and aesthetic outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS

will easily facilitate ethical billing. For example, a level 1 volume displacement oncoplastic surgery would use 14,000 Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) coding options, while a level 2 volume displacement oncoplastic surgery would use reduction mammoplasty or mastopexy CPT coding options. Lastly, for volume replacement options, associated CPT codes for implant insertion or flap transfers (depending on the flap chosen) can reasonably be used. Our process of performing a comprehensive literature review was an effort to respect the global multinational and geographical oncoplastic landscape, with consideration of all definitions described.
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